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Granny square crochet pattern blanket



Kelly Brooks/Ravelry Make a great statement with only beginner crochet skills when you make this super scarf. It is made with bulky thread and a huge size P crochet hook to give you a bulky, oversized, extra warm accessory. The instructions are written and visual. Wilmade Get a very
basic crochet scarf and dress up with some crochet surface to create a much more impressive design. We see that here with a double crochet scarf embroidered with slip stitches that create a graphic diamond coating. Mollie Johanson This is a more traditional infinity scarf. It uses very
simple stitches, and it's easy to crochet. However, the placement of the stitches keeps interesting. When it comes to basic designs, a little of the right touch goes a long way. Emma Wilkinson/Ravelry If you've crocheted a lot of scarves, then you may feel like you've done it in every form
imaginable! Think again. The unique design of this scarf is sure to be different from what you are used to. The designer says it is intended to mimic the shape of waves off a particular coast. He also painted the thread to match those waves, and includes thread-dye instructions with crochet
design for ambitious crafters who want to get creative. Continue to 5 of 23 below. Stitch &amp; Hustle This is a skinny asymmetric crochet scarf pattern worked on a unique thread using a J-size crochet hook. It is done using single crochet and double crochet stitches, strategically positioned
to create a ladder stripping effect in design. ReVe Design Co The stitches in this crochet scarf pattern continue to change as you go, so you never get bored while you craft. In addition to the basic crochet stitches, it includes the spike stitch and the attached double crochet crochet. This is a
very customizable pattern; You can change both the width and length easily to make the scarf fit the user. East of Three/ Ravelry The triangle scarf is designed to be worn with the triangle in front similar to a bandana. This is done using basic stitches that are dressed by sometimes working
in a single loop and other times working around the posts. Universal Threads This scarf will stand out, if only for the color contrast alone. Even with this, though, it's a bold design thanks to the double crochet crochet stitch complex stitches that work in such a way as to create a fascinating
pattern throughout the fabric. It's a cotton crochet scarf so it's perfect for warmer weather. Continue to 9 of 23 below. Country Willow Designs Large tassels give this scarf added weight and extra intrigue. The criss-crossed crochet treble makes the design even more Hazel Windle/Ravelry
Isn't it amazing how many different kinds of fabric you can do with crochet stitches? This design is an open mesh diamond shape design that resembles enlarged lace. It's the perfect crochet scarf for slightly warmer weather. gull808 / Etsy Use only crochet and double crochet stitches to
make a lacy lightweight scarf. Stitches stitches chevron pattern to make even a single color look a little more special. CJ Brady/Ravelry Usually, a scarf has two ends, and you can wrap around your neck. A cover, on the other hand, is a single circle. This kind of crochet scarf sits between
the two designs, and in some ways is almost like a shawlette. Whatever you call it, the slim design with asymmetric floral edge is a beautiful addition to any outfit. Continue to 13 of 23 below. Kristin Omdahl Some crafters enjoy both knitting and crochet. You can make the same scarf in both
arts using these two matching designs. This is a lightweight scarf made with fingering weight threads. You can buy models on their own ($1.99 each) or buy an arts kit ($59.99) that includes thread as well. Threads Everything about this pattern is perfect. The large blocks of color are bold,
but modern. The texture of crochet bobbles is a delight for art and wear (just look at this fringe!). Plus, this crochet pattern is available for free through Yarnspions. Gillian Buckerfield/Ravelry Maybe you like the look of knitted fabric, but only know how to crochet. It's all right, it's all right This
is a crochet scarf pattern that uses a crochet that makes it look like it has been knitted. Bonus: comes with a matching winter hat pattern. Oombawka Design Let the thread do all the work to create a great range of colors in this free crochet scarf pattern. The design works mainly on basic
stitches, with texture added thanks to double crochet crochet cluster stitches. Continue to 17 of 23 below. Above the Clouds / Ravelry This crochet pattern uses a kind of thread that changes color to blocks as you work. It is ideal for creating the large stripes that make this scarf triangle stand
out. LilBabyChickPea/Etsy Go Big or Go Home! This super scarf measures 12 in length and 8' length. It uses large stitches made with a large crochet hook. Now it's big, bold color! Jennie Stewart/Ravelry Does something look like it might be more comfortable to crochet than this big scarf?
You will want to make one for all you know, wrapping them up in love of your stitches. Melu Crochet / Etsy This colorful crochet scarf works from side to side. The pom-pom margin is constructed as you go. It's a unique way to make a scarf, and it's a fun scarf to wear. Continue to 21 of 23
below. Justyna Srock/Ravelry What if we told you that you could make a very large crochet scarf in less than two hours without limbs to weave in? This is what the designer promises with this mega pattern crochet scarf. Stepbystematterns / Etsy A scarf it needs to be very serious. Inject a
sense of humor into your wardrobe when you wear this crochet scarf designed to look like a horse! If horses aren't your thing, check out the designer's Etsy store for other animal crochet scarf designs, including designs for a cow, a panda, and one that has a crochet cat on one side and a
dog on the other. Wiam crafts hope, do not fear spiders because this it Looks like it's full of them! This is the perfect crochet accessory for Halloween. I'll crochet this granny square blanket for my best friend's baby daughter for Christmas. It was my first crochet project and couldn't be easier.
I used the Red Heart thread in white, light pink &amp; raspberry (1 7 ounces of skein each) and I used a crochet hook I/10. I did 3 rounds of each color, repeating 4 times. To complete the decorative tip, I single crocheted twice around the whole blanket, then double crocheted 5 times on
each other single crochet. This granny square blanket consists of 30 granny squares... 6 squares each of 5 different color patterns. I put them out in a rotating sequence and then double crocheted the squares together. To finish, I single crocheted twice around the outer edge of the whole
blanket. I used Red Heart Super Saver Threads in 3 different shades of green, and Aran. Follow the easy step-by-step instructions on how to make a beautiful baby blanket. Read more homemade games, as seen in the American TV show Baby. Read more Cypress Textiles Not every
granny crochet is a square; There are crochet plegons, hexagons, and other shapes. One example is a floral hexagon loosely based on the granny square-has six sides instead of four, but is otherwise similar to a granny square. Put hexagons or pentagons together for a wonderful
Afghanistan. Hexagon Burst Pattern of Cypress Textiles Continue to 5 of 5 below. courtesy of Creative Crochet Jewelry Project extract from Creative Crochet Jewelry. When I was little, I often asked my mother about the matching colors. How do you know what's wrong with what?
Wondered. Her answer was always the same: Look at nature, she would say, and the answer will be yours. As with many things in life, my mother was right. This necklace is dedicated to her, and to her ability to teach me that inspiration, like nature, is all around us. This necklace has a
natural, organic feel, like someone wearing a tiny bouquet of flowers. Experience Level: Intermediate Integrated Measurements: Length: 28/71cm Materials &amp; Tools Gold Metal Thread, about 33yd/30m 20 drops of olive crystal, 10mm 30 orange/white beads, 8mm 20 orange seed beads,
size 6° Gilded T-clasp Steel crochet hook, US size 6 (1.8mm) Scissors Multipurpose glue instructions pendant Set-up 1 drop olive and 2 orange/white beads. Random string rem beads on the thread. Series 1: Leaving a tail 4/10cm, ch 10; sl st at 1st ch to form a ring. Next row: *Ch 2, turn.
Work 3 dc on each st; rep from * until you have a chain of 10/25cm. bdc in the next 3 sts. * Ch 2, turn. Work 3 dc on each st; rep from * up to the chain is 28/71cm long, or desired length. Pull to secure, then cut the thread, leaving a 4/10cm tail. Series 3-4: Rep series 2 twice. Series 5: *Ch 1,
1 bch; rep from * 9 times, sl st in sc of 1st ch, 1 sc in the next 2 sts of series 4. Rep by * twice. Pull to secure, then cut the thread, leaving a 4/10cm tail. Cross chain String rem olive fall and and beads on the thread. Ch 4, sc at 2nd ch by hook, sc at next 2 ch sts. Next row: *Ch 2, turn. Work
3 dc on each st; rep from * until you have a chain of 10/25cm. Then work (3 bdc, 3 dc) on each st until the chain is 28/71cm long, or desired length. Pull to secure, then cut the thread, leaving a 4/10cm tail. Finish Slide chain through the top of the pendant and place pendant in the middle of
the chain. Safe pendant to chain with sc with begging tail Cut queues near the project. * Enter beg tail of the crochet chain in half clasp. With the crochet hook, pull the tail through clasp twice, then sl st on any st of the chain. Cut the tail near the work, then place with a glue dot. Rep as
above with tail end and other half of clasp. Set aside until the glue dries. Courtesy of Creative Crochet Jewelry by Esther Zadock. Sixth and Spring Books, $19.95, 2010. Available at SixthandSpringBooks.com. Photos: copyright 2010 from the sixth and spring books. Reprint with permission
from the publisher. This content is created and maintained by third parties and is inserted into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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